
The VISTA-15 from ADEMCO...
SUPERIOR FLEXIBILITY
VISTA-15 has the installation flexibility and expandability to 
be used in simple configurations, complex installations and 
everything in between.

◗ Six Hardwired Zones
◗ Expands to 32 Total Zones (up to 26 wireless 

and/or 14 hardwired zones)
◗ 16 User Codes
◗ 48 Event Log with Date/Time Stamp
◗ Two-Wire or Four-Wire Smoke Detectors
◗ Fast and easy E2 programming mode

SECURITY & FALSE ALARM REDUCING
ENHANCEMENTS
VISTA-15 has incorporated SIA false alarm reducing 
requirements with the latest technology.

◗ Exit Delay Reset
◗ Alarm Cancel Verification
◗ Unvacated “Auto-Stay”
◗ Cross Zoning/Alarm Verification
◗ Short vs. Open Detection and Reporting
◗ Telephone-Line Monitor
◗ Arming Level Increase

VALUABLE END-USER SYSTEM FEATURES
VISTA-15 offers your customers a choice of system 
features that add value to any installation.

◗ Easy-to-Use Single Button Operation
• Arm Away • Arm Stay
• Arm Night • Page

◗ Quick Exit
◗ Quick Arm
◗ X-10 Control and 4 Relays Supported for 

Home Management
◗ Enhanced Paging Capabilities
◗ 24-Hour Monitoring Zone
◗ Compatible Keypad Family
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WHO SAID    

YOU CAN’T 

PLEASE 

EVERYBODY?



WHAT YOU WANT
VISTA-15 has greater flexibility for
system installation and expansion...

Hardwired/Wireless Expansion Zones
The VISTA-15 can be expanded from 6 to 32
zones of protection (up to 26 wireless and/or
14 hardwired zones).

16 User Codes 
Allows your customer to assign a unique code
for each family member or for anyone requiring
access to the home.

48 Event Log with Date/Time Stamp
Provides for greater resolution of system activity.

Two-wire or Four-wire Smoke Detectors
Gives you the option of using traditional four-
wire smokes or two-wire for even faster
installations.

Fast and Easy E2 Programming Mode
Lets you enroll wireless devices in the fastest,
most reliable manner available today. E2 mini-
mizes learning time and greatly speeds editing.

WHAT EVERYBODY NEEDS
VISTA-15 has added security and false
alarm reduction enhancements...

Exit Delay
Reset
Allows your
customer to re-
enter the home
momentarily after
arming their
system “AWAY”
(for example, if
they forgot their
keys) without
causing an alarm.
The exit delay automatically restarts without
having to enter a code.

Auto Stay
The VISTA-15 can decrease false alarms by
automatically switching to STAY mode if system
is armed AWAY and no one leaves the premises.

Alarm Cancel with
Verification
If a false alarm is
generated, and your
customer cancels the
alarm, the VISTA-15
verifies that the alarm
was cancelled.

Cross Zoning
VISTA-15 allows you to group two or more
zones so that an alarm will only occur if all of
these zones have been faulted within a given
time period.

With ADEMCO’S VISTA-15, You Can!
INTRODUCING
THE VISTA-15:
The Control Panel That
Pleases Everybody

The ADEMCO VISTA-15 is the hybrid

control that has all of the features you

and your customers have been looking

for in a security system. Not only does

it provide you, the dealer, with the

power, flexibility and ease of installation

that you’ve come to expect from the

VISTA family, but also includes a host

of sales-generating features that will

simplify your customer’s lives.VISTA-15

has the power to reduce false alarms

with features that meet demanding

SIA requirements.

Full Range of Proven 

Wireless Devices

VISTA-15 gives you the oppor-

tunity to cross-sell valuable

options that can increase your

bottom line and differentiate

your dealership from the

competition.VISTA-15 is com-

patible with ADEMCO’s full line

of 5800 Series wireless devices

including remote controls that

let your customers operate their

system with the touch of a button.

WHAT CUSTOMERS WANT
VISTA-15 has superior end-user appeal...

Single-Button
Operation
With VISTA-15, the
auxiliary keys on a 
6139 keypad can be
programmed to allow 
one-touch arming of 
the system, as well as 
single-button paging.

Night Arming
Mode
You can select
which areas should
remain active at
night, so that
people can move
freely throughout
the remainder of
their home.

Home Control
VISTA-15’s X-10
capabilities allow your
customers to control
lights, appliances and
garage doors with the
touch of a button.

Enhanced Paging
VISTA-15 allows your
customers to decide
when they would like to
be paged: during openings,
closings, alarm and trouble
situations, or when their
child arrives home from
school.

Living Room Bedroom
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